Oh Great and wise DTCC wizards behind the curtain, please read the following :
After reviewing your letter attempting to CON-vince everyone that your "No more paper"
campaign is the way of the future I say to you consider this,
First : I personally am a victim of NSS manipulation which until recently did not exist
according to those paid to protect our investment dollars namely the DTCC and SEC .
One of the many reasons for the illegal non-existent NSS finally coming to the forefront
is a company called CMKX which I along with several friends and family members own
stock. Contrary to what the DTCC implies in the “No more Paper campaign scam” we as
a united front finally have achieved market transparency and see right through your
paperless scheme. The proposed paperless “electronic Securities certificates” is yet
another way of manipulating a market which for years has been plagued with crafty
organized manipulative deceit, fostered by greed from brokers, bankers, hedge funds,
market maker’s as well as those sworn and paid to protect it.
Second : All the while “We The People” have lost any form of control over our
investment dollars primarily because of our failure to “see to it” that those entrusted with
the power to enforce and regulate the marketplace have failed miserably in doing what
“We The People” pay them for. That is about to change as evidenced by the current
situation you and your accomplices’ find yourself in, hence this last ditch effort by the
DTCC to push for “Electronic Securities Certificates”. We genuinely appreciate your
concern for trying to help us little people via this very efficient new wave paperless
securities system but feel you have done enough to the investing public already. However
if in your wisdom you insist on making things more efficient we feel your time and our
money would be better spent in other directions so kindly perfect the current infected
system ridding it from the filth that resides there first. Then once that has been
accomplished by all means move on to the “new and improved” Paperless system. After
all we are in the new millennium aren’t we?
Third : Be forewarned “We The People” will not stand idle any longer allowing this bold
blatant attempt of the DRS to be substituted giving the DTCC further and far stronger
control over our investment dollars. The writing is on the wall so kindly cease and desist
this futile attempt towards a paperless system. The Jig is up ! “We The People” and
voting public have drawn the line in the stand …… do you really want to cross it? Think
about it this way “it may be your court…. but it’s our ball” The time to do the right thing
is now!
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